	
  
	
  

Gray Malin brings the art of photography to life by capturing a moment that
inspires wonderment.
His search for beauty has taken him all over the world
from Antarctica to the salt flats in Bolivia. Gray’s worldly travels all ignite
the adventure of a journey beginning with a final destination in mind: one’s
walls.
Gray had an affinity for photography as a child, but it was not until he won the
Dallas Museum of Art Young Masters Showcase that he decided to pursue his
talent.
A Dallas Native, Gray attended school in Boston where he studied
photography before moving to Los Angeles to pursue his passion for the art. Once
in Los Angeles, Gray rented a small booth at a Sunday swap meet in West
Hollywood where he started selling his work.
His images became noted in 2009
when he produced the Prada Marfa series, a sequence of photographs he created on
a whim with the assistance of the local township in Marfa, Texas.
It was the
art generated from this shoot that propelled Gray to pursue photography full
time.
Gray is most known for bringing the world’s most popular beaches into focus from
a bird’s eye view.
He strives to captivate and inspire while traversing the
globe.
Today, Gray’s work can be seen far and wide from J. Crew's flagship
store in London to the homes of celebrities along both coasts of the United
States. In addition, he has also collaborated with many famous lifestyle brands
to cultivate products complementing his many works of art, including Orlebar
Brown and Sperry Top-Sider.
Gray’s extraordinary success in the field of photography has allowed him to work
with renowned names in the industry like David LaChapelle. It has also placed
him in leading publications including Elle, Details, House Beautiful and Domino
Magazine.
Gray and his travel adventures have been noted by Tory Burch and
Rebecca Minkoff, while his newly launched series are followed by today’s most
prestigious lifestyle blogs all over the world.
The photographer and founder of the Gray Malin brand is also a former marketing
and communications major who enforces his artistic ideals as the company’s
Creative Director. Gray’s unparalleled expertise and vision has been the driving
force behind his many works of art and remains the backbone of the brand.
A
brand that promises to ensure everyday can be a getaway, an adventure, and a
journey with photographer Gray Malin.

